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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to review some of the key literature on response time as it
has played a role in cognitive ability measurement, providing a historical perspective as well as
covering current research. We discuss the speed-level distinction, dimensions of speed and level in
cognitive abilities frameworks, speed–accuracy tradeoff, approaches to addressing speed–accuracy
tradeoff, analysis methods, particularly item response theory-based, response time models from
cognitive psychology (ex-Gaussian function, and the diffusion model), and other uses of response
time in testing besides ability measurement. We discuss several new methods that can be used to
provide greater insight into the speed and level aspects of cognitive ability and speed–accuracy
tradeoff decisions. These include item-level time limits, the use of feedback (e.g., CUSUMs), explicit
scoring rules that combine speed and accuracy information (e.g., count down timing), and cognitive
psychology models. We also review some of the key psychometric advances in modeling speed and
level, which combine speed and ability measurement, address speed–accuracy tradeoff, allow for
distinctions between response times on items responded to correctly and incorrectly, and integrate
psychometrics with information-processing modeling. We suggest that the application of these
models and tools is likely to advance both the science and measurement of human abilities for theory
and applications.
Keywords: response time; speed-level; speeded test; power test; CHC model; cognitive abilities;
cognitive components; individual differences; item response theory; diffusion model; ex-Gaussian
function; mixture cure-rate model; speed–accuracy tradeoff; processing speed; process models; ability
measurement; construct validity; fluid intelligence

1. Introduction
Response time has always been a concern in ability measurement, sometimes implicitly as in
time-limit tests, sometimes explicitly as in so-called speeded tests, and sometimes as the main outcome
variable as in reaction time, or information-processing tests. The measurement of processing speed per
se also has been a part of testing since its earliest days. For example, ability measurement pioneers
Galton [1] and Spearman [2] administered reaction time measures. However, the use of computerized
testing has led to significant development of models of response time because item response time is
often automatically collected.
A major challenge in the measurement of response time is that there are many factors that
influence it, and it is typically impossible to attribute response time uniquely to any particular factor.
For example, a respondent’s slow response might reflect either slow processing speed or carefulness.
A respondent may respond quickly and correctly because of a lucky guess, or slowly and correctly,
but could have answered correctly quickly if incentivized to do so. If a respondent does not answer
correctly, it could be due to not knowing the answer, not spending enough time to process the
information fully, or having gotten confused while answering and quitting. Although there is generally
a tradeoff between speed and accuracy in responding, the tradeoff is not fixed, across tasks, or people;
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and a respondent may answer more accurately under time pressure than with unlimited time; or as
Duke Ellington put it, “I don’t need time, I need a deadline.”
The purpose of this paper is to review some of the key literature on response time as it has
played a role in cognitive ability measurement. We discuss the speed-level distinction, dimensions of
speed and level in cognitive abilities frameworks, speed–accuracy tradeoff, approaches to addressing
speed–accuracy tradeoff, analysis methods, particularly item response theory-based, and other
uses of response time in testing besides ability measurement. We also discuss two cognitive
information-processing treatments of response time, the ex-Gaussian function and the diffusion model.
This paper is not intended to be a comprehensive review (see reviews [3–6]). Rather it is intended to
highlight significant recent developments in the use of response time for measuring cognitive ability
set in the context of a historical perspective.
2. Speed-Level Distinction
The distinction between how quickly one can solve problems (speed) and how difficult a problem
one can solve (level) has been made in ability testing for a long time [7].1 These two performance
dimensions, speed and level, have typically been measured with simple speeded tests where the primary
outcome measure is the number correct in a given time (or the time taken to complete a fixed number
of items), and complex power tests, designed to measure one’s ability level, where the primary outcome
is the number correct under liberal or no time limits. Others [8,9] preferred degree of speeding to the
speed–power dichotomy, and defined a test as completely unspeeded “when no subject’s standing
would be altered if he were given additional time” and a test as speeded to the extent that “the time
limit alters, not his score, but his true standard score in the group” (p. 184 in [8]). However, these
are theoretical definitions, and there have been practical attempts to define a speeded vs. a power
test. ETS test development policies have addressed definitions of test speededness [10,11]. A form of
a major standardized test was considered unspeeded if (a) all test takers finish at least 75% of the items
(or respond to at least one question beyond three-fourths of the way through a section); and (b) at least
80% of the students respond to all items (or reach the last question).2
A recurring question has been whether speed and level are simply two interchangeable measures
of the same underlying ability or whether they represent different constructs. The first key study on
this issue [13] administered a battery of paper-and-pencil tests to students with instructions to switch
colored pencils for marking answers after a certain time had passed, then to complete the test without
a time limit. For each test, the total number of correct responses (level score), the number of correct
responses within the time limit (time-limit score), and the time taken to finish (speed score) were
recorded. (Note that although referred to here as a “speed score,” time-taken-to-finish reflects both
work rate and the test taker’s choice as to when to stop working.) A factor analysis of the level and
speed scores was conducted with the time-limit scores later correlated with the factors (by a projection
method [14]), which indicated separate speed and level factors, with time-limited scores correlating
with both, as might be expected.
This study [13] and others conducted along those lines were limited in their ability to address
item response time due to using the paper-and-pencil method. In the 1970s and 1980s with the new
availability of microcomputers, along with the cognitive revolution in psychology [15], there was
interest in analyzing item responses and item response times where items differed in features designed
to systematically vary their information-processing requirements. Mental rotation studies [16], which

1
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Thorndike et al. (p. 33 in [7]) proposed that the time to complete a test is “a mixture of (1) time spent in doing some tasks
correctly; (2) the time spent in doing other tasks incorrectly and (3) the time spent in inspecting other tasks and deciding not
to attempt them.”
The soundness of this definition of unspeededness depends on respondents answering questions in order; if a respondent
skips early questions to work on later ones the test might still be speeded even though it would not be so by this
definition [12].
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found that the time to compare two identical or mirror-image diagrams depicted in various spatial
orientations was linearly related to their degree of angular disparity, were a paradigmatic example
of this approach. It was also widely assumed at the time, at least within the experimental cognitive
psychology (as opposed to psychometric) community, that speed and level measures were more or
less interchangeable, but that speed measures were preferred because they were more sensitive
to experimental manipulations3 and thus more revealing of the underlying cognitive processes.
Lohman [17] adopted an item response approach for his dissertation, as he was directly interested
in addressing the issue of speed–level interchangeability. He administered a spatial visualization
task requiring figure rotation and combination, with figures varying in complexity (number of points
on a polygon). He regressed response times on item complexity enabling him to estimate expected
times for complex items. From this, he found support for separate speed and level factors, concluding
that speed of solving simple items was uncorrelated with probability of being able to solve complex
items of the same type (complexity defined as the number of distinct mental operations to perform,
the complexity of the figure, and whether the resultant mentally transformed figure matched or did
not match a target figure).
Another study that provided support for the independence of speed and level in the verbal realm
was one on verbal associative learning [18]. In this study, participants memorized lists of 10 word pairs
(e.g., rain—house), made up of common words, presented for a fixed study time (0.5–8 s, per pair),
and then were asked to recognize or recall one of the words from each pair (e.g., rain—?). The finding
was that one’s vocabulary level (measured separately) was a strong predictor of performance in the
recall and recognition tasks, but that one’s verbal speed (measured with a simple word classification
test) only predicted performance in the condition with limited study time (0.5 s), and not for conditions
with more study time.
3. Dimensions of Speed and Level in the Structure of Human Cognitive Abilities
Probably the most comprehensive framework to date for characterizing the organization of
human abilities is the Cattell-Horn-Carroll (CHC) theory [19–24]. Most of the empirical support for the
framework is found in Carroll’s [19] meta-analysis of 461 datasets each involving the administration
of anywhere between five and 99 cognitive ability tests to children, students, and adults of all grade
levels and ages mostly (76%) but not exclusively in the United States, between the years 1925 and 1987.
A summary of those data suggested a three stratum framework with a single general cognitive
ability at the third stratum, eight abilities at the second stratum, and sixty-six or so first-stratum
abilities [19]. Second stratum abilities included fluid, crystallized, memory, visualization, and others.
First stratum abilities within the fluid ability category were inductive reasoning, sequential (deductive)
reasoning, quantitative reasoning, and Piagetian reasoning. Other second stratum factors similarly
were broken down into narrower primary factors.
The factors identified in the meta-analysis [19] can be classified as either level or speed factors,
with roughly half being speed factors. At the second stratum, for example, three of the eight factors are
speed factors. These include a processing speed factor (Gt) measured by simple and choice reaction
time tasks and other speeded tasks (e.g., synonym comparisons for common words). A separate broad
cognitive speediness factor (Gs) is measured by numerical facility (e.g., 1 digit addition) and perceptual
speed (e.g., letter-picture matching) tests, and rate of test taking (e.g., the number of items checked
within a time limit) factors. (A possible reason for the empirical finding of a Gs-Gt distinction is that
the former are primarily tests given on computer, and the latter, paper-and-pencil tests, indicating
a method distinction [25]. Other studies since have further clarified the dimensionality of processing
speed measures [25–27].

3

It has been common practice in the cognitive psychology literature to exclude incorrect items when computing response time,
and often to re-administer wrong items until the participant got them right, then to use that response time in the analysis.
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The third second-stratum factor is a broad retrieval ability factor (Gr) which is measured primarily
by fluency tests. Example fluency tests are ones in which an examinee is given, say, 2 min to “list all
the 4-letter words that you can think of that begin with B and end with T” or “write down as many
synonyms as possible for the word ‘good’.”
In addition, separate speed and level factors of fluid ability (Gf), crystallized ability (Gc),
and visual perception ability (Gv) were identified [19]. An example of the speed–level distinction
in visual perception is something like speed of matching two simple geometric figures side
by side (SR, Spatial Relations), versus probability of being able to successfully match complex
three-dimensional figures, or to infer the pattern of holes on a sheet of paper created by punching
through a folded up piece of paper (GV, general visualization). In the fluid realm, a typical level test
is number series (2 3 6 7 8 16 17 _, choose the next) or letter sets (feg mln bca, choose the odd one)
(I, Induction). Early studies identified a speed of reasoning factor (RE, Reasoning Speed), as simply
time taken to finish (see above [13]). Using more sophisticated approaches, speed of reasoning factors
have been identified in several more recent studies [28–30]. In the crystallized realm, writing ability
(often measured as the amount of writing accomplished in a time limit) (WA) and reading speed
(measured as time to read a passage aloud, or time to read silently while crossing out nonsensical
words, or reading under strict time limits) (RS) are correlated with but separable from the level factor
of reading comprehension (RC) [19].
One of the more recent studies addressing the issue of the independence of speed and level in
the domain of reasoning was based on a time-limit manipulation [30]. Wilhelm and Schulze [30]
created two batteries of verbal, figural, and numerical reasoning tasks (e.g., analogies, series, “odd
man out” tasks), and administered them either under timed or untimed conditions, where the
untimed-condition time limit was 2.5 times the timed-condition time limit. Time limits resulted
in mean number correct differences of approximately 1.5–2 standard deviation difference between
conditions. They then correlated performance in the two conditions with measures of processing
speed and found that (a) timed and untimed reasoning performance was correlated (r = 0.64/0.93,
for observed and disattenuated, respectively); but (b) processing speed measures were more highly
correlated with performance in the timed (r = 0.49/0.65) than untimed (r = 0.34/0.45) conditions.
A confirmatory factor analysis was consistent with the correlation findings.
Carroll’s [19] summary and reanalysis support the notion of separate speed and level factors,
on both logical and empirical grounds. Carroll also concluded that general cognitive ability
(or “intelligence”) is chiefly a level ability despite a large body of research relating cognitive ability to
basic reaction time. At the same time, he admitted that there were many weaknesses in the research
done to date, including task models (and scoring models) failing to take into account both speed and
level aspects, motivation, tendency to guess, and omissions or abandonments. He also noted that
models (at the time of his writing) also tended to ignore the effects of time limits on tests, and did
not take into account that the speed–level correlation might be different for different tasks. Many of
these weaknesses have been or are beginning to be addressed in new psychometric models, a topic
addressed throughout the remainder of this paper.
4. Speed–Accuracy Tradeoff
A limitation of the studies reviewed above [13,17,30], as well as most of the individual differences
literature prior to Carroll’s [19] review could be that time to complete a test (or an item) confounds
processing speed with the choice of how much time to persist on the task, or when to abandon
a solution attempt [31,32]. Those who take a long time to respond to an item might do so because they
are careful or because they are slow. If a wrong response is made it is unclear whether spending more
time on the item might have eventually led to a correct response. However, in general, it is clear that
in just about any task we undertake, from a choice reaction time task on the order of milliseconds,
a complex mathematics task on the order of minutes, to a data analysis project on the order of hours,
days, or months we can trade off accuracy for speed. A history [33] traces the idea of a speed–accuracy
tradeoff in psychological tasks to 1911 [34].
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Although test instructions typically inform examinees to “work as quickly as you can without
making many errors,” or “you will have 25 min to complete the test,” there is ambiguity in how best
to interpret and implement those instructions. Consequently, there have been various proposals for
imposing some kind of control over speed–accuracy tradeoff so as to enable meaningful comparisons
across individuals. We review some of these methods here.
4.1. Deadline Method (Time Limits)
The traditional time-limit test imposes a deadline to complete a set of items. As Carroll noted,
depending on how loose or severe the deadline, the construct can change from a primarily level to
primarily speeded construct. This is not always the case. Bridgeman and colleagues conducted several
studies varying time limits on experimental math and verbal sections of the SAT [12] and GRE [35]
tests. In the SAT study, this was done by manipulating the number of items administered in a fixed
30 min time slot (rather than manipulating slot time [36]), allowing for a comparison between regular
time testing (35 items in 30 min) and time-and-a-half time testing (23 items in 30 min). No differences
or very small differences were found due to this manipulation. In the GRE study, the time limit itself
was manipulated which resulted in only very small effects, essentially replicating the conclusions of
an earlier GRE study [37]. For all these studies, the finding of no benefit for more testing time could
be due to the fact that regular time testing was not speeded, and so additional time was not helpful.
In fact the purpose of the studies was to establish that that was the case.
Time limits have traditionally been set at the test (or test section) level [12]. With computerized
administration, it is possible to set deadlines at the item level. This enables a more fine-grained way to
address the issue of the confounding of processing time with persistence. In one of the first studies to
do this, Lohman [38] borrowed a method commonly used in cognitive psychology [39,40] in which
test takers solved problems under varying deadlines (here, mental rotation problems), allowing the
estimation of each individual’s speed–accuracy tradeoff curve [41]. The curve fitted was probability
correct as a function of exposure time, using an exponential with an intercept (the amount of time
needed for the probability of getting an item correct to rise above zero, or chance, assumed to be
common to all test takers), a slope (the rate at which probability correct increased with increases in the
deadline), and an asymptote (the point at which an examinee’s accuracy no longer increased, even
with more time). Low compared to high ability examinees showed a lower asymptote, particularly
with more complex item types (e.g., greater mental rotation required), and male-female differences
were found at the asymptotic level, rather than in mean response time [38].
Lohman [42] also described applications of varying deadlines to other tasks (spatial and verbal)
to produce a speed–accuracy tradeoff curve. He reviewed different ways to produce deadlines and
a speed–accuracy tradeoff curve. These include post hoc analysis (e.g., binning by accuracy then
plotting response time by accuracy bin), instructions (general instructions, payoffs, specific deadlines,
and time intervals), and response signals (e.g., an auditory tone signaling the requirement to provide
an immediate response). Following Reed [43], Lohman [42] suggested that with all methods it is
useful to conduct two experiments each time, one with conventional instructions (“respond as fast
and accurately as possible”) and the other with the experimentally induced speed–accuracy tradeoff.
This would enable both accounting for speed–accuracy tradeoff and avoiding the problem of how to
treat response times for items incorrectly answered.
Wright and Dennis [44] examined the use of deadlines, also referred to as a time envelope [45],
in which examinees respond within a certain time (specifically, one of four levels: either 2, 3, 4, or 5 s).
They implemented this method on a reasoning task with linear syllogisms (“Tom is taller than Fred,
Fred is shorter than Mike, who’s shortest”). Items for this task could be generated from a set of item
models (e.g., a is more x than b, b is more x than c, who’s most x; a is not as x as b, c is not as x
as a, who’s most x), known as slot-filler models, in which the variable slots, a, b, c, are filled with
names (e.g., John, Mary, Fred), and the variable slot x with comparative adjectives (e.g., tall, strong,
fast). There were a total of eight different slot-filler item models, and the assumption was that the
eight item models differed from one another in difficulty (and hence, were referred to as radicals).
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In contrast, the assumption was that the fillers (e.g., John, Mary, Fred) did not affect difficulty (and
hence were referred to as incidentals). Wright and Dennis fit what essentially was a one parameter
normal-ogive item response theory model to the data (it fixed a guessing parameter at 0.5, and assumed
discrimination to be a constant, 1.0, across all items, leaving difficulty as the only free parameter).
However, instead of modeling the 44 item responses they modeled item family (the eight item models),
and response time deadlines (the four response deadlines), for a total of 12 parameters (minus one
fixed parameter, giving 11) (see [46] for a similar approach), treating model type and time envelope as
predictors of item difficulty, and found a good fit to the data.4
As this study was presented at a conference, there was discussion about the methodology in
a question-and-answer session at the conference immediately after the presentation of the paper, which
is recorded in their chapter. Some of the issues addressed concern the feasibility of the method, given
the additional testing time required, and the model assumption that time could be treated as simply
a difficulty generating factor measuring the same construct as was initially measured by the test.
In particular, the issue of the independence of speed and level was not directly addressed; rather
it was assumed that manipulating item types and deadlines were equally reasonable methods of
making easier or harder test items without changing the construct, a perhaps questionable assumption.
Another issue along these lines was a question of whether performance under severe time deadlines
was useful to know about in general, and a question about whether performance under severe time
limits might tap into an anxiety factor changing the construct assessed (performance under stress,
including time limits, is an important topic in its own right [50]). The Wright-Dennis [44] proposal was
never implemented operationally; tests in the British Army Recruit Battery (BARB), which was the
source for the material they examined, are administered under a test-level time limit.
Goldhammer [3] also proposed the use of deadlines (or variations on deadlines, such as providing
a window of time in which to supply an answer) arguing that “single estimates of effective speed
and ability can hardly be used to compare individuals” (p. 158 in [3]). This is an intriguing proposal
as operational cognitive testing, such as PISA, PIAAC, ASVAB, SAT, GRE, and TOEFL, are all based
on a single estimate, typically scale scores, which are transformations of equated number corrects
(equating adjusts for form differences in difficulty), in a time-limit test. Goldhammer’s proposal was
to collect data to estimate a speed–accuracy tradeoff function, arguing that parameters from such
a function would provide significant added value in revealing important insights into how individuals
trade off speed for accuracy in problem solving. This is an interesting proposal, and an important
question for research, but it may be infeasible operationally.
4.2. A Posteriori Deadlines
Setting varying deadlines is unrealistic from a practical testing perspective because it requires
increasing the length of the testing session to accommodate the deadline conditions. An alternative is
to impose deadlines after the fact on the dataset generated from a computer administration providing
extended time limits, in which individual examinees’ response times are recorded. Artificial deadlines
can be imposed at arbitrary intervals (e.g., 1 s, 2 s, 3 s, etc.), and examinees can be credited with
whether they responded correctly within those intervals. So, if a person took 2.4 s. to respond,
and responded correctly, then that person gets 0 for the 1 s interval, 0 for the 2 s interval, and 1 for
the 3 s interval. As pointed out above, Lohman [51] suggested a version of an a posteriori deadline
approach, but noting that normal response times might tend to occur towards the asymptote end
of the speed–accuracy curve, yielding little data on the short response end of the curve. Evans and
Wright [52] implemented this, modeling the binary (correct vs. incorrect in a time window) response
using item response theory. However, findings were presented in an inaccessible technical report
(see [45], p. 116), and the approach was never implemented operationally.

4

This approach to item modeling, known as automatic item generation, was first implemented by Fischer [47], and its many
variants are discussed in two edited volumes [48,49].
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More recently Partchev, De Boeck and Steyer (2013, [53]) proposed a similar idea to study the
relationship between power and speed, and to quantify the amount of speededness in a given time-limit
test. They assume a generous time limit for a test, then code observed responses and response times in
three ways leading to three new datasets:
1.
2.
3.

Time data: coded 1 if the observed response time (regardless of right or wrong) is shorter than the
posterior time limit, 0 otherwise;
Time-accuracy data: coded 1 if a correct answer is given within the posterior time limit, 0 otherwise;
Accuracy data: coded 1 if a correct answer is given within the posterior time limit, 0 if a wrong
answer is given within the posterior time limit, and missing if no response is given within the
posterior time limit.

Because the recoded data are dichotomous (or dichotomous with missing values), Partchev et al. [53]
were able to fit the two-parameter logistic model (2PL) [54] to each dataset. From each dataset,
a different latent ability could be estimated (thus three latent abilities). They repeated the same
procedure for different posterior time limits.
In a demonstration of their approach with a verbal analogies test that gives generous item
level limits (3 min per item), they assumed seven time limits, the 90th, 80th, . . . , 30th percentiles
of the observed response times for each item. For each posteriori time limit, they created the
abovementioned three datasets: time data, time-accuracy data, and accuracy data, and fit a 2PL
model to each dataset. Thus, they computed three estimated abilities for each time limit, for a total of
7 time limits × 3 abilities = 21 latent ability estimates for each examinee. They then computed a level
ability based on accuracy data under the generous time limit, and two speed variables, the latent
ability estimated based on the tightest posterior time limit (30th percentile) and the average reciprocal
response time over all items for an examinee.
They found that speed (represented by both speed variables) and level were essentially
uncorrelated; all latent abilities from the time data (measure 1, above) correlated highly with speed;
all latent abilities from the accuracy data (measure 3) correlated highly with level; and latent abilities
based on the time–accuracy data (measure 2) changed from correlating with speed to correlating with
level as the posterior time limit increased.
They also found that as posterior time limit became more stringent, item difficult for the time data
increased, for the time–accuracy data moderately increased, but item difficulty did not change for the
accuracy data; the effect of posterior time limit on item discrimination was small; and a more stringent
posterior time limit did not reduce test reliability for all three types of data.
The two most important findings from the study were that it supported the independence of
speed and level on a verbal analogies test, consistent with findings with other abilities and using
different methodologies. Second, findings were generally not supportive of the notion [44] that time
limits could be treated as a difficulty manipulation technique (a “radical” in Irvine’s [45] terminology).
4.3. Instructions & Scoring Rules
Instructions given in cognitive tests administered in a research context often suggest that
respondents “work as quickly as you can without making errors.” As David Wright pointed out
(discussion in [44]), changing these instructions typically has little if any effect on performance.
However, providing item level feedback can dramatically change performance, causing test takers to
shift their position on their own personal speed–accuracy tradeoff curve. For example, a number of
years ago one of us administered a set of choice reaction time tests to several hundred basic military
trainees, and manipulated feedback, providing either accuracy only feedback (i.e., “right” vs. “wrong”)
after every response, or response time only feedback (e.g., “478 milliseconds” or “634 milliseconds”).
This manipulation changed mean percentage correct from an average of 98% (accuracy only) to 90%
(speed only), and response time slowed down about 200 ms (roughly 500 vs. 700 ms) as a result of
accuracy instructions.
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Time limited tests implicitly communicate the relative weighting of accuracy in responses and
time to respond (“you have 20 min to complete the test”), but individuals vary in their sophistication
for interpreting such instructions, or for optimizing their score given the scoring rule. There have been
various attempts over the years to present scoring rules to examinees that combine information about
how speed and accuracy will be combined in scoring so that the examinee has an explicit function to
optimize in his behavior.
4.3.1. Test-Level Deadlines
The most common is the test-level deadline that tells examinees they have so many minutes to
complete so many items. This is often accompanied with an explicit penalty, such as only getting
credit for items successfully attempted, or in computer adaptive testing (CAT), having to complete
a minimum number of items within a time limit or get penalized for failing to complete the minimum.
Several policies were considered for the GRE CAT, including an 80% completion minimum (no score
reported if less than 80% of items in a fixed length equivalent test were completed), a proportional
scoring method (examinee gets credit in proportion to the number of items attempted, similar to
fixed-form scoring), and a penalty function in which items not reached (from the minimum) are
assumed to be guessed at randomly and a score is assigned that way (so that there is no advantage for
an examinee to guess at random) [55].5
4.3.2. Item-Level Deadlines
With individual response time windows it is not necessary to establish test-level time limits
as deadlines are set at the item-level. In principle, this should reduce the role played by general
time management skill (i.e., pacing oneself appropriately through the test), and it should reduce the
importance of gaming test completion strategies which has been observed [55]. In a recent study,
we created a general fluid reasoning test consisting of matrix type items, which provided both item- and
test-level time limits [56]. We determined item- and test-level time limits on the basis of a pilot study
(N = 802), in which examinees received a subset of the items in a spiraled design. We estimated the 90th
percentile of test completion time6 and set that as the test-level time limit (the mean completion time
was around half that time). We set item time limits generously at 120 s per item, with a 10 s to-be-timed
out warning. The primary purpose was to avoid speededness, but to set reasonable limits to avoid the
problems created by unlimited time. Providing a timeout warning provides response signals to the
examinee without a continuous clock which we thought could provoke anxiety in some examinees.
4.3.3. CUSUM
The cumulative sum (CUSUM) graph is an X-Y line plot of cumulative output (Y) by cumulative
time (X) originating at 0, 0. It is commonly used in statistical quality control, and was introduced
for testing applications by Wright [57] (see also [45], p. 114). In Wright’s application, cumulative
number correct (Y) is plotted against cumulative time (X), providing a real time dynamic view of
speed–accuracy tradeoff behavior by an examinee. (This kind of plot has also proven useful as
an exploratory data analysis tool for a primary school mathematics test [58].) In the context of the
current discussion, a CUSUM graph could be given as item-level feedback to examinees concerning
their speed–accuracy tradeoff. In an unpublished study, one of the authors along with David Wright
developed such an application for use with basic military trainees, with instructions to them that
they would be scored by the steepness of their CUSUM slope, and that they should therefore attempt

5
6

The authors credit Dan Segall as their source for a similar approach he developed for the ASVAB, but do not provide
a citation.
As we note in Section 2 (speed-level), rules of thumb for unspeededness have been used in operational testing
programs [10–12]; the one we adopted here is fairly generous.
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to increase that slope (i.e., to be accurate in as little time as possible). However, we abandoned the
effort as the graphs proved to be too demanding for someone unfamiliar with basic scientific graphing
concepts. Nevertheless, for someone familiar with graph interpretation, the CUSUM is a succinct
presentation of speed–accuracy behavior and would be worth pilot testing.
4.3.4. The Countdown Scoring Rule
Buzztime, a popular bar and restaurant game in America, is a trivia knowledge contest in which
a general knowledge question with multiple-choice answer format is displayed on a television screen
and contestants get points for selecting the correct answer which they enter into a wireless device.
There is a countdown timer and the more quickly one selects a correct answer the more points he or she
receives, but if one selects the wrong answer then there is a penalty for that as well. A scoring scheme
similar in spirit to Buzztime’s was suggested by Maris and van der Maas [59] who applied it to the
Amsterdam Chess Test II. The goal was to devise a scoring rule that might capture the importance of
both speed and accuracy in responding, and was resistant to gaming. Earlier research [60] concerned
with a composite speed-accuracy scoring rule (e.g., guessing-corrected number right in fixed time)
found that the rule could be gamed: a fast near-guess strategy was a way to achieve high scores.
Alternatives proposed all seemed susceptible to gaming of some sort [60].
Thus, Maris and van der Maas [59] proposed a fairly sophisticated scoring rule and derived
an item response model for it. One could imagine that such a rule could be shared with examinees
prior to testing in some form (e.g., examinees could experience its effects on scoring in practice trials),
allowing them to practice optimizing their score in whatever way they saw fit to do so. The specific
scoring rule, called the signed residual time (SRT) scoring rule, or the high speed high stakes rule is

(2Xij − 1)(d − Tij ),
where Xij (=1 if correct; 0 if wrong) is the item response of examinee j on item i, Tij is his or her
response time, and d is the item-level time limit. If one answers correctly (2Xij − 1 = 1), he/she gets
the score of the remaining time (d − Tij ); if one answers an item wrong (2Xij − 1 = −1), he/she gets the
negative of the remaining time, −(d − Tij ). This scoring rule was a modification of an earlier proposed
correct item summed residual time scoring rule Xij (d − Tij ) which did not penalize fast guessing [61].
The modified scoring rule punishes fast random guessing (one loses more points if making an early
mistake compared to a later one). The total score for an examinee is the sum of their item SRT scores.
Maris and van der Maas [59] derived a response model for the SRT scoring rule, assuming (a) the
SRT score of an examinee is the sufficient statistic of his or her ability (i.e., the SRT score of an examinee
contains all the information needed to compute any estimate of his or her ability); (b) the SRT score
of an item is the sufficient statistic for that item; and (c) conditional independence (i.e., response
and response time of the same person to different items are independent conditional on the latent
ability). The resulting joint distribution of response7 and response time for an examinee and an item is
a function of the difference between person ability and item difficulty, and the SRT score (including
response, response time, and the item time limit). Note that the ability and item difficulty in this model
reflect a combination of accuracy and speed due to the SRT scoring rule. Further derivations showed
that for this particular model developed for this scoring rule:
1.

7

The item response function (the probability of answering an item correctly as a function of ability)
is a 2PL model where the item discrimination parameter is the time limit. This implies that
an increase of the time limit makes the item better distinguish high and low ability examinees.

In this literature, the term “response” typically refers to whether the item response was correct or not, with 1 indicating
a correct response and 0 indicating an incorrect response; we also use the term “correctness” to mean the same thing.
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Item response time function is the same for the same distance between the person ability and
the difficulty of the item, while the sign of the distance does not matter. Examinees with ability
equal to item difficulty (i.e., with a 50% chance of answering the item correctly) have the longest
expected response time, while examinees with ability levels much higher or lower than the item
difficulty spend less time.
In terms of speed–accuracy tradeoff, given the same time limit, for examinees with ability higher
than the item difficulty, as response time increases, the probability of correctness decreases from
1 to 0.5; for examinees with ability lower than the item difficulty, as response time increases,
the probability of correctness increases from 0 to 0.5.

4.4. Summary of Methods for Controlling Speed–Accuracy Tradeoff
Test-level deadlines, item-level deadlines, CUSUM, and the countdown scoring rule are all
examples of controlling for speed–accuracy tradeoff by communicating the scoring rule to examinees
and letting them decide on how best to use their time to optimize their score. These are not
methods to model the speed–accuracy tradeoff curve per se, as in the suggestion by Goldhammer [3].
However, one could imagine that a couple of conditions could be administered using these methods,
manipulating the methods to stress speed vs. accuracy, and that would provide some information
about an individual’s speed–accuracy tradeoff function.
It is important to note here and throughout this paper that ability and item difficulty are used in
several distinct ways. Ability can refer to one’s ability to solve problems in a test administered under
unspeeded or power conditions, which is captured with the concept of level as distinct from speed.
However, in some of the approaches discussed here, perhaps most clearly illustrated in conjunction
with the countdown scoring rule [59], ability refers to one’s competence in solving a problem quickly,
perhaps captured by the expression effective problem-solving rate. Under this use, ability is a composite
of speed, level, and one’s choice of where to position oneself on one’s own personal speed–accuracy
tradeoff curve. Item difficulty, too, has two distinct meanings, depending on whether an item deadline
is involved. A relatively easy item can be made difficult with a tight deadline.
5. Process Models of Response Time
For speeded tasks, as opposed to power tasks, the goal is to estimate how quickly an examinee
can decide on an answer for items that are simple enough that the examinee always knows the correct
answer (e.g., to decide whether elephant is an animal or a vegetable). For such items, it is possible to
simply compute mean response time for individuals over a set of items (or number correct in a time
limit), and have that (or its inverse) serve as a measure of processing speed.
However, process models of response times attempt to provide a more detailed breakdown of
response time by identifying the cognitive (information processing) events taking place during the
interval between when an item8 is presented and a response is executed. Traditionally, process models
have been the focus of experimental (cognitive) psychology (or mathematical psychology, “the fraternal
twin of experimental psychology”, see p. v in [62], which addresses issues about the fundamental
nature of human information processing, such as learning and forgetting rates, whether memory
search is parallel or serial, the time course of information accumulation, and so on [63]. Analyses of
response times have been a key means for such explorations [64]. Questions about mental operations
are addressed by examining how people in general respond to item variations (e.g., stimulus intensity,
familiarity, recency to exposure). This approach contrasts with abilities (differential; psychometrics)
research which also seeks insights into the nature of human cognition, but does so by focusing on
differences between people in responses to items, inferring cognitive processes through patterns of
score differences and similarities across people, rather than items [19].

8

The cognitive psychology literature typically refers to an item as a stimulus, given its behavioral (stimulus-response) roots;
here we use the terms stimulus and item interchangeably. The term trial is also used synonymously with item.
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The differences between the two traditions may be understood as ones of emphasis,
not fundamental differences, and there is a long tradition of attempts to reconcile them [65–71].
Underwood [72] referred to individual differences as a “crucible for theory construction” for example.
Even Spearman [2] proposed a process model of general intelligence (g), suggesting that g was
equivalent to mental energy (he did not propose a way to test this hypothesis, however).
5.1. The Ex-Gaussian Function
Two strategies have been employed for integrating experimental and differential approaches.
One has been to interpret model parameters from established empirical phenomena as individual
differences parameters (after fitting the models to data from individuals). An example is individual
acquisition and decay rates based on the ubiquitous power law of practice [73–75]. An analogous
ubiquitous phenomenon in response time, particularly from short-duration choice reaction or decision
tasks, is its positively skewed distribution, which has been noted for a long time [64,76].9 These
distributions have also been shown to be well fitted by a convolution (sum) of a Gaussian (normal) and
exponential distribution, known as the ex-Gaussian [64]. Three parameters describe the ex-Gaussian
(the mean, µ, and standard deviation, σ, of the Gaussian, and the mean, β, of the exponential10 ). These
parameters can be estimated using MATLAB [77] or the R [78] package ‘retimes’ [79].
Schmiedek et al. [69] fitted an ex-Gaussian model to individual response time distributions
(N = 135) from eight choice-reaction time (CRT) tasks (e.g., discriminating one vs. two syllable words,
plant vs. animal words, odd vs. even numbers, upward or downward pointing arrows), 80 items total
(they excluded outliers and items for which there was an incorrect response, which was approximately
5 items per person, on average). From the eight sets of CRT-specific task-specific parameters (µ1 , σ1 ,
β1 , . . . µ8 , σ8 , β8 ), they fit a structural equation model to estimate general µ, σ, and β factors. They
found (a) reasonable model fit; (b) fairly high factor loadings (of the task-specific parameters on the
general factor parameter) for the µ and β factors, and lower loadings for the σ factor, indicating support
for the idea that there were general, non-task-specific speed factors, an important construct validity
finding; (c) moderate correlations between µ, σ, and β (r = 0.46, 0.51, 0.75, respectively); and (d) β had
the highest (absolute) correlations with independent measures of reasoning and working-memory
capacity (r = −0.72, -0.71 vs. r = 0.36 to 0.56); σ had the highest correlations with a perceptual speed
factor measured as the number of simple items solved in a time-limited paper-and-pencil test; µ had
the highest correlations with accuracy on the CRT tasks.
5.2. The Diffusion Model
The diffusion model [80] is a popular model for representing cognitive and neural processes
underlying simple two-choice decision making (see [81], Box 2 for a comprehensive summary of
the domains of its applications). The model can be characterized as an evidence accumulation model,
as it assumes that a decision is made through the accumulation of noisy evidence on a stimulus
(e.g., a string of letters) over time until one of the response criteria is reached (e.g., on a lexical decision
task, it is decided that the string of letters is a word or not a word). The model separates item response
time into decision time, DT, the time needed to accumulate sufficient evidence to make a decision,
and non-decision time, Ter , the time needed for all other processes such as stimulus encoding and motor
response. In the diffusion model, based on observed item response times and of choice percentages
(e.g., accuracy, or choices in a preference task), the process of evidence accumulation is modeled as
a Brownian motion (or Wiener process).

9
10

A transformation, such as the reciprocal of response time (1/T), or better, the log of response time (log T) tends to create
a normally distributed variable that is more practical for analysis.
The mean of the exponential function is commonly referred to as tau, τ, also, but here we use beta, β, instead, because we
use τ as a time parameter in response time models.
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The diffusion model is flexible to accommodate many different task types in experimental
psychology investigations [81], but several parameters are essential. Starting point is the amount
of information an examinee has at the onset of an item (this could be altered through priming,
expectations, the results of the previous trial, and so on). Denote the upper response criterion as a and
the lower response criterion is set to 0. The distance between the two response criteria is called boundary
separation (a), which represents the amount of information needed to make a decision, and therefore
reflects the speed–accuracy trade-off setting. Larger boundary separation means more information is
needed before a decision is made, which results in longer expected decision time, but higher accuracy.
Drift rate (v) is the average rate of evidence accumulation within a trial, which is typically assumed to
be a constant during the accumulation of evidence, although it varies from trial to trial. The variance of
the rate of evidence accumulation within a trial reflects the stochastic nature of the process. The model
is flexible and can be made more general by including cross-trial variability parameters for starting
point, drift rate, or non-decision time. The inclusion of rate of evidence accumulation, response
caution, and time taken for decision and non-decision processes are common to virtually all evidence
accumulation models [82].
As was the case with the ex-Gaussian model, diffusion model parameters can be used to address
issues of individual and group differences. For example, it has long been noted that people tend
to respond more slowly with age, but the issue of what process might be causing the slowdown
is unknown. Ratcliff et al. [83] fit the diffusion model to response data from a lexical-decision
(word vs. nonword) task for both younger and older adults and found the longer response times by
older adults were due to longer non-decision times and larger boundary separation, but not drift rate,
that is, not a general mental processing slowdown. In addition to fitting the ex-Gaussian to their battery
of eight choice reaction time tasks (described above), Schmiedek et al. [69] also fit a diffusion model to
the data. They found that (a) model fit and overall prediction of external variables was similar to what
was found in the ex-Gaussian analysis; (b) drift rate (v), boundary separation (a), and non-Decision
time (Ter ) were low-moderately inter-correlated (r [v, a] = −0.32; r [v, Ter ] = 0.38; r [a, Ter ] = 0.05); and
(c) drift rate was the strongest correlate of reasoning, working memory, and perceptual speed factors,
which might be expected given that drift rate is the mental processing speed parameter.
Several programs have been developed to fit the diffusion model. They differ by the input data
(individual vs. binned data), estimation methods (e.g., Maximum likelihood, weighted least squares,
or Bayesian approach), and treatment on response time outliers. The performance of the programs
have been compared using simulations [84,85]. (Further discussion of the diffusion model is found in
Section 6.5.)
5.3. Relevance to Studying Abilities
In the CHC taxonomy of cognitive abilities, there are several processing speed factors, including
perceptual speed, processing speed, and fluency speed. The focus of the process modeling efforts
described above (that is, those that have been modeled with the ex-Gaussian and diffusion model)
have been from Carroll’s processing speed task category. (However, they could easily be extended to
other ability categories [25]). These efforts suggest that Carroll’s general processing speed factor may
confound underlying dimensions that behave very differently from each other, but are important in
understanding group and individual differences, such as the source for cognitive slowing with age,
and correlates of reasoning and working memory. Although exploring the dimensions of processing
speed continues to be an active research area in abilities measurement [25], there has been skepticism
about the real-world importance of cognitive speed, as reflected in the dropping of speed measures
from the ASVAB [86], and the omission of cognitive speed measures from international abilities
surveys such as PISA or PIAAC. The research here suggests that more information may be identified
from processing speed tests than what is obtained from mean response time or number correct
per unit time. More generally, there may be more useful applications for factors identified from
information processing parameter analysis, such as from the ex-Gaussian function and the diffusion
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model. These include applications beyond traditional testing, for example, for decision making in
behavioral economics [87]. Findings in the literature thus far [69,83] are suggestive, but further,
larger-scale analyses are necessary to establish the importance of such parameters in models of human
abilities and in large-scale assessments.
6. Joint Modeling of Time and Accuracy with Item Response Theory (IRT) Methods
To this point, we have focused primarily on the analysis of test scores (aggregates of responses
or response times to a set of items), from the perspective of test theory [88] (now commonly referred
to as classical test theory). That is, the data that resulted in the identification of the speed-level
distinction (Section 2), and the dimensions of speed and level (Section 3) were test score data.11
Manipulations of speed–accuracy tradeoff (Section 4) can be viewed as ways to make test scores more
comparable between individuals. Even cognitive process modeling, CPM (Section 5), can be viewed as
potentially fitting nicely into a test theory framework. In CPM, rather than a single score, multiple
scores (e.g., three parameters from the ex-Gaussian function; three or more from the diffusion model)
are estimated from a set of items. The reliability of these parameters could be estimated using a test
theory, or its extension, generalizability theory (variance components) approach. CPM systematically
manipulates item features for parameter estimation, but items within a feature category are considered
interchangeable, and variability in responses to them are treated as error, as in classical test theory.
In CPM many, sometimes hundreds of items (often called trials, in CPM) are presented within a feature
category to minimize error.
Item-response theory (IRT) is a different framework, which focusses on responses to individual
items. Item-specific effects are modeled by item parameters. In other words, in IRT every response
is a function of both item parameters and person abilities. This turns out to be a useful property for
modeling response times. In this section, we review some of the key IRT models designed to jointly
model responses and response times. Throughout the paper, we denote test taker j’s response on item
i as Xij and response time as Tij . In the main body of this paper, we provide mathematical notations as
necessary; details can be found in Appendix A.
6.1. Regression-Type Models
Some of the early IRT models for responses and response times are regression-type models, in the
sense that they either incorporate response time (or speed parameters) as predictors in IRT models
for responses [89–92] or incorporate responses (or response parameters) as predictors for modeling
response time [93,94]. Because these models use time to predict response, or response to predict time,
these models all explicitly represent a speed–accuracy tradeoff. Here, we only describe Thissen [94] as
an example to illustrate the approach.
Although Thissen [94] credits others [76], his was probably the first IRT model of responses
and associated response times for timed tests. He proposed item response models for both response
and response times. He used the standard 2PL model to model item response (specifically, log odds
[or logit], that is, the log of the ratio of the probability of getting an item correct to the probability
of getting it wrong) as a function of a term consisting of “effective ability” (θ j ), item difficulty (bi ),
and item discrimination or slope of an item on ability (ai ), essentially the item-total correlation. More
specifically, the term is the item discrimination multiplied by the difference between the effective
ability and item difficulty (i.e., ai (θ j − bi )). (For this and other models here, see Appendix A for details.)
For response times, he used a lognormal model, that is, he modeled the log of response time
to accommodate the typical positive skew of response time distributions. His model for log item
response time,
log( Tij ) = µ + τj + β i − γ[ ai (θ j − bi )] + ε ij , ε ij ∼ N (0, σ2 ),

11

Item analysis is a routine part of classical test theory methodology, but primarily as a means for identifying poorly performing
items that can be modified or deleted in order to obtain better test scores, per se.
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included parameters for mean log response time (µ), time intensity12 (β i ), person slowness (τj ), as well
as the term ai (θ j − bi ) mentioned above that models the log-odds of success in the response model.
The regression coefficient (γ) for the term ai (θ j − bi ) reflects the tradeoff between accuracy and response
time. If γ < 0, then response times are expected to be shorter when the log odds of getting an item
correct is smaller.
The model was applied to data from several different tests, Verbal Analogies, Progressive Matrices,
and Clocks [94]. For Progressive Matrices, person ability and slowness were positively related (r = 0.94),
suggesting that the test given in unlimited time largely measured slowness (it was a relatively easy
test). For Verbal Analogies, ability and slowness were less but still positively correlated (r = 0.68).
For Clocks, the correlation was r = −0.03, indicating that spatial ability and speed were separate.
Measuring ability in a joint (response/response time) model raises the question of how it relates to
ability measured the traditional (response-only) way, and suggests that time limits change the nature
of the ability being measured.
6.2. Hierachical Models
Van der Linden [95] proposed a two-level hierarchical model that jointly models item responses
and response times. The first level is for individual examinees and a set of fixed items and the
second level is for the population of examinees and items. At the first level, the model assumes that
each examinee takes the test with a constant speed and constant ability (a particular location on the
individual’s speed–accuracy tradeoff curve), and does not speed up or slow down during the test.
Responses and response times are modeled separately by person (ability and speed) and item (difficulty
and time-intensity) parameters. For item responses, the model is a three-parameter normal-ogive
IRT, where the log odds for a person responding correctly to an item is a function of person ability
(θ j ), item discrimination (ai ), item difficulty (bi ), and guessing (ci ). Actually, any usual IRT models
(e.g., the Rasch model, 2PL or 3PL models, or two-parameter or three-parameter normal-ogive models)
can be used.
For response time, a lognormal model as is used [96]. This models log response time of a person
on an item (logTij ) as a function of person speed (τj ; which flips the sign, from Thissen’s [94] model,
to model speed rather than slowness), item time discrimination (αi ), and item time intensity (β i ). Time
discrimination reflects how well an item differentiates fast and slow examinees, analogous to item
discrimination. The lognormal model for response time has a structure similar to the 2PL model
for responses, with both having a latent person parameter (speed or ability), and item parameters
that reflect the quality of the item in measuring the intended person parameter. Their differences
are that accuracy responses are typically binary and response times are continuous with a natural 0.
The lognormal model is similar to Thissen’s [94] response time model in that both model the log
of response time, both have latent speed-related person parameters, though of the opposite sign
(slowness [94] or speed [95,96]), and both have speed-related item parameters. Their difference is that
Thissen [94] models the tradeoff between speed and accuracy by incorporating response parameters
in modeling response time. van der Linden [95] assumes for a fixed person, response times are
determined only by speed-related parameters and responses are determined only by ability-related
parameters. The relationship between speed and ability across people is modeled at the second-level,
and is assumed constant across items.13
At the second level, van der Linden [95] respectively models the first-level person and item
parameters, which are treated as random, as multivariate normal distributions of mean parameters and

12

13

Van der Linden [95] later popularized the term time intensity, which is now commonly used, but it is the same concept
as Thissen’s βj . Time intensity refers to the amount of time an item tends to require, analogous to item difficulty in
modeling accuracy.
In real data, the assumption of constant speed can be violated. Model fit violations from the van der Linden [95] model,
which assumes constant speed and ability, can help identify aberrant testing behavior [97], or detect lack of module
comparability in multistage testing [98].
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variance and covariance parameters. One of the second-level parameters of interest is the correlation
between ability and speed in the population of test takers. The path diagram for the model of van der
J. Intell. 2016, 4, x
15 of 29
Linden [95] is shown in Figure 1. Appendix A contains mathematical details.
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or they could experience an attention lapse on an item, which would lower accuracy and speed on
that item relative to their accuracy and speed on the remaining items. The findings from this literature
suggest that such dependencies and therefore violations of the conditional independence assumption
do occur.
Molenaar et al. [105] showed that the van der Linden [95] model, which they refer to as the
hierarchical crossed random effects model, or hierarchical model, can be simplified to a generalized
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linear factor model14 with two factors: a factor for categorical responses and a second factor for
continuous response times.15 They point out that the hierarchical model includes random item
effects, but the generalized linear factor model does not. The advantage of this assumption, and
approach, is that generalized linear factor models are relatively well studied, and widely available
software such as Mplus and OpenMx can be used to fit the generalized linear factor model (they also
provide Mplus and OpenMx syntax). This software makes it quite easy to conduct response time
modeling using confirmatory factor analysis (with two correlated factors, one for item responses and
a second for item response times), but also to modify the model, for example, to include multiple
latent abilities (e.g., for analyzing testlets, or data from several tests together), to add explanatory
variables for the person or item parameters (see Section 6.3), or to conduct traditional CFA structural
modeling [69] (see Section 5). To assess whether this simplification is appropriate, Molenaar et al. [105]
conducted a simulation study by fitting the generalized linear factor model to data generated from
the two-parameter version of the hierarchical model, finding that fitting the simplified model did
not lead to bias or reduce the efficiency of the item parameter estimates in the conditions studied.
(They did not study or report results on person parameter estimates.) The authors also showed that
under the generalized linear factor model framework, the responses and response time model could
be extended to have a latent class model for the responses or have a nonlinear relationship between
speed and ability.
6.3. Cognitive Components
Beginning in the 1970s, there was interest in identifying and measuring the information processing
steps associated with solving a problem from a cognitive abilities test, using what came to be known
as the cognitive components approach [106]. An example was to take an intelligence test item, create
a set of nested subtasks based on that item, then to subtract partial from full task performance times to
estimate the duration of processing stages within that item. Sternberg [107] implemented this approach
using multiple regression with response time for the full and partial tasks as the dependent variable,
and a design matrix indicating the presence (or not) of a processing stage for a particular task or
subtask as the predictor variables. More generally, and whether or not items are full and partially
embedded subtasks, the design matrix is an item-by- attribute matrix (commonly referred to as a Q
matrix), and one models item responses based on that matrix, in a process now known as cognitive
diagnostic modeling (CDM) [108–110]. However, CDMs are most often designed to model responses
rather than response times. An early IRT version of this general concept was the linear logistic test
model (LLTM) [47]. The LLTM is a 1PL, but instead of modeling item responses with an item difficulty
parameter, bi , for each item i, it models item responses with a set of attribute difficulty parameters,
dk , which do or do not come into play depending on the attributes called for on a particular item as
represented in the Q matrix qik . Thus in LLTM, bi is substituted for as
K

bi =

∑ qik dk .
k

A number of studies have applied this model to the analysis of items from cognitive tests [111],
such as figural matrices [112], and reading comprehension [113]. The general approach is to conduct
two separate analyses. In the first, response (accuracy) data are analyzed, using either LLTM or
multiple regression; in the second, response time (or log response time) is regressed on the same design
(Q-matrix) variables to get estimates of the duration of processing stages. A benefit of this approach is
that enables the explicit identification of the cognitive processes underlying problem difficulty, which
is useful for construct validity, and for enabling automatic, on-the-fly item generation [111].

14
15

They point out that this was already noted [103].
It is a generalized linear factor model rather than a linear factor model because indicators for the first factor are categorical
(right-wrong, true-false, or Likert) responses.
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A limitation of the two-step approach is that it fails to model the relationship between responses
and response times [114]. Klien Entink et al. [114] proposed to marry an LLTM approach with the
hierarchical modeling approach, as discussed in Section 6.2 [95]. They also employed a full Bayesian
framework using Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods to estimate the model. Although in the end
their findings [114] were not too dissimilar to ones obtained earlier using a two-step approach [115],
Klein Entink et al. [114] were able to provide a more complete picture of the effects of design features
on accuracy and response time. Thus, their approach serves as a model for jointly analyzing accuracy
and response time data on complex mental ability tests. The value of this hierarchical approach was
later demonstrated in a study examining the relationship between reasoning ability and reasoning
speed [29].
6.4. Assessing Ability and Speed in Power Tests with Observations from Time-Limit Tests
In real-world standardized testing, from a construct validity perspective, it is often desired to
measure ability (level) with a power test. However, for practical reasons, or for fairness, time limits
are almost always imposed. This makes a pure power test an unobtainable ideal, with a time-limit
test its practical substitute. To assess ability level as it would have been measured from a pure power
test but based on responses from a time-limit test, Lee & Ying [116] proposed a mixture cure-rate
model, combining IRT with a survival time model (from survival analysis). Survival analysis models
time-to-event data (such as time to death, or completion time, or, in this case, time to response),
and allows for censored data, data not fully observed (e.g., time-to-death samples with still living
subjects, or in this case, samples with item responses with processing times where processing was
not complete to the point of getting a correct answer). Constant censored time (C) could be imposed
(e.g., item-level time limits, see Section 4.3.2), or even item-specific censored time (Ci ), but in most tests
(specifically, time-limit tests) it is not, and so the censoring variable C is assumed to be examinee-item
specific, that is, as Cij .
In their model, power time (Tij∗ ) is defined as the time it would take an examinee to respond if
time were unlimited, and a dichotomous response variable indicates whether the examinee would be
able to answer an item correctly given unlimited time (ηij = 1 if they would, 0 otherwise), based on
their ability and item difficulty. There are three possibilities:
1.

2.

If an examinee responds correctly within the time limit, then it is assumed that the examinee
would get it correct in unlimited time (ηij = 1), and power time (Tij∗ ) for that item is the same as
observed time (tij ) for that item (the model assumes no guessing); log power time (log[Tij∗ ]) is
a function of person slowness (τj ), item time-intensity (β i ), a random variable (ε ij ) with mean 0,
and a scale parameter (αi , analogous to the time discrimination parameter in [98]).
If an examinee responds incorrectly within the time limit, then they might or might not have
gotten it correct with unlimited time, depending on ability and item difficulty. Censoring time is
the time an examinee chooses to give up working on an item and is equal to observed time tij :
a.
b.

For those examinees expected to answer correctly with unlimited time (ηij = 1), log power
time (log[Tij∗ ])) is modeled as in the first case and tij is a lower bound of power time;
For those not expected to answer correctly with unlimited time (ηij = 0), power time
is infinity.

The path diagram for this mixture cure rate model is shown in Figure 2. Mathematical details are
provided in Appendix A.
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Figure 2. Path diagram of the mixture cure-rate model for correct (Xij = 1) and incorrect items (Xij = 0)
Figure 2. Path
diagram of the mixture cure-rate model for correct (Xij = 1) and incorrect items (Xij = 0)
in a time-limit test [116].
in a time-limit test [116].
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same as the 2PL IRT model. The boundary parameter ai in the diffusion model is the discrimination
parameter (ai ) in the 2PL model, θ j is interpreted as person ability, and bi is item difficulty. They also
demonstrate their model with a unidimensional pairwise preference personality test.
Van der Maas et al. [71] extended and altered the Tuerlinckx-De Boeck [70] model by first,
redefining drift rate from a difference to a quotient function (hence, Q-diffusion), the ratio of person
ability to item difficulty, υij = θ j /bi . The reason they propose quotients over differences for drift rate is
so that abilities and item difficulties can be expressed positively, with a natural zero point (“the positive
ability model”); they provide the metaphor with speed = power/force, for drift rate = ability/difficulty.
Second, they decompose boundary separation into the ratio of a person component (response
cautiousness) and an item component (time pressure) (aij = γ j /di ). Thus, a person’s response criterion
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is reached (i.e., the person decides to respond, reaches a boundary) more slowly when the person is
a more cautious person, or there is little time pressure. A less cautious person, or more time pressure
leads to deciding more quickly.
Van der Maas et al. [71] also proposed a D-diffusion IRT model (D for difference) that retains the
Tuerlinckx-De Boeck [70] difference definition of drift rate. Like Tuerlinckx–De Boeck [70] they see the
appropriateness of this model for measuring personality, particularly, based on a trait preference
or a binary (true-false) decision. Decision making is fastest for those high or low on the trait
(a “distance-difficulty” hypothesis [31,117]), and increasing the time limit will make low (high) trait
respondents less (more) likely to say yes. A marginal maximum likelihood estimation approach for the
D- and Q-diffusion models has been implemented in an R package, diffIRT [118].
7. Fast vs. Slow Responding = Fast vs. Slow Thinking?
Dual process theory in psychology refers to the notion that there are two qualitatively different
kinds of thinking, one fast, automatic, and intuitive and the other slow, controlled, and deliberate [119].
For example, experts (e.g., chess masters, drivers, mathematicians, readers) see a pattern (e.g., board
configuration, traffic pattern, equation, letters on a page) and automatically know the solution
(e.g., its interpretation, what to do), whereas novices deliberatively think it through, slowly, step
by step. If experts quickly see a solution when novices struggle to work it out, it might seem that
speed and ability should be highly correlated. However, experts sometimes make mistakes and
novices sometimes work out the answer, and so it might be more appropriate to believe that regardless
of ability level, individuals may process information differently on different occasions. This has
been referred to as System 1 (fast, intuitive, emotional, “jumping to conclusions”) and System 2
(slow, deliberate, logical, methodical) processing [120], with the former responsible for some thinking
shortcuts (heuristics), but also cognitive biases (e.g., confirmation bias, fundamental attribution error).
Invoking System 1 vs. System 2 processing also does not necessarily seem simply to be a matter of
expertise as cognitively high ability individuals are often just as susceptible to many cognitive biases,
such as overconfidence and false consensus, as low ability individuals are (e.g., [121,122]).
This raises an interesting question of whether response time analysis might capture different
processing (e.g., System 1 vs. System 2) within an individual. There already may be a hint of this in the
“worst performance rule (WPR)” [123], which is based on a finding that the average response time from
one’s slowest responses (or, say, the 90th percentile of response times for an individual) is more highly
correlated with cognitive ability than is one’s mean response time across all responses [124]. The WPR
could result from the comparison between uninformative rapid guessing responses vs. informative
full processing responses [125]. Or the WPR could result from high ability individuals less likely to
mind wander during processing [126,127]. The mind-wandering hypothesis may be implicated in the
ex-Gaussian research (see Section 5.1), which found that the waiting time (exponential) component of
response time distributions, and not the processing time (Gaussian) components, was the component
that correlated highest with cognitive ability [69].
Partchev and De Boeck [128] explored the idea that there may be qualitatively different types of
processing, and consequently different abilities invoked within a putatively single-construct test, in the
following way. They dichotomized each individual’s response times (from a verbal analogies and
a progressive matrices test) into a fast vs. slow category, based either on the person’s median or on the
median response time to each item, yielding fast-correct, fast-incorrect, slow-correct, and slow-incorrect
response categories. They then fit a 1PL IRTree model [129], and found that three different latent traits
were required to fit the data: speed, slow intelligence, and fast intelligence. They also found that
although fast and slow intelligence were highly correlated, they were distinguishable. A follow-up
effort [130] extended the methodology to a 2PL IRTree, which enabled investigating which kind of
response speed tends to contain more information about intelligence. With this methodology they
did not find a distinction between fast and slow intelligence, suggesting that there was a common
ability running through fast and slow responses. They also did not find support for the WPR in their
data, using either the original binning methodology or their IRTree methodology, suggesting that
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speed on elementary cognitive tasks, as investigated in much of the cognitive psychology literature,
and on speeded tasks in the abilities literature, is not the same as response speed on complex ability
tests. They also pointed out that their methodology was potentially useful for addressing questions
about processing strategies on items (e.g., fast correct answers could indicate one happening upon
an efficient strategy for that item). Coomans et al. [131] outline a different approach to address this
issue, and point out that such investigations open the door to collaborations between psychometrics
and cognitive psychology.
8. Other Uses of Response Time
This article focused on measuring ability and response time, but it is useful to point out that many
of the approaches discussed here may also be used for other applications in testing as well. These
include assessing examinee motivation levels, particularly for low stakes tests [132–134], evaluating
strategy use, for example by differences in response times for subgroups employing different problem
solving strategies [130,135], or even the same individual employing different strategies at different
points in the test [136], and evaluating cultural differences in pacing and time management during
test taking [137]. Other applications include detecting cheating [97], assembling parallel forms [138],
and item selection in adaptive testing [139,140], which may be particularly important for ensuring
score comparability16 across sets of items that might be similar in difficulty but differ in their time
intensity [142,143]. Finally, although the applications here focused on response time for cognitive tests,
another application only briefly mentioned here (Section 6.4) is to model response time on personality
and attitude assessments [31,144,145]. The general idea is that response time in a choice task, such as
a forced-choice personality item (e.g., “which is more true of you, you are pessimistic or optimistic?”,
or “are you outgoing or reserved?”), can be modeled with approaches used in cognitive tasks, such
as a diffusion model [70,71,118], or a simpler 1PL model [6], in which the item difficulty pertains
to the difficulty of the choice one makes in deciding whether a word or statement describes oneself
appropriately or not.
9. Discussion
Response time has been a topic of discussion in ability testing since its beginnings. However,
the transition to computer-based testing, which began in the 1970s, is just now becoming commonplace
in large scale assessments such as PISA and NAEP, and is having an effect of a resurgence of interest
in the topic. In addition, there have been significant developments in psychometrics enabling more
sophisticated approaches to measuring speed and ability, and more accessible software for conducting
such analyses. There is every indication that the topic of measuring response time, for its own sake,
to improve the quality of ability measurement, or for additional applications, such as form assembly
and cheating detection will continue to grow in popularity.
In this article, we focused on approaches and implications for measuring response time in the
context of ability measurement. We pointed out that response time has always been an important
topic in ability measurement, and that a significant and important distinction is between speed and
level abilities which are typically measured by speeded and power tests, respectively. We have
always recognized that a pure speed and pure power test is a theoretical concept, and that in practical
applications there will likely always be some kind of time limit placed on a test. Not only is this
necessary for logistical and cost containment reasons, but a truly time unlimited test probably measures
constructs that are not the ones we typically intend to measure. As an example, consider that on a test
to recall names of students from one’s high school class, examinees can continue to recall additional
names even after 9 h of testing [146]. For such a task, the construct changes at some point from memory
recall to problem solving.

16

The importance of comparable meaning across alternate sets of items is addressed in the AERA, NCME, APA Test
Standards [141]; Standard 5.16; p. 106).
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Ability frameworks [19] identify major factors that can be classified as primarily level (general
cognitive ability, fluid ability, crystallized ability, spatial ability, learning and memory) or as primarily
speed (general retrieval ability, general speediness, processing speed). However, there also have
been proposals for correlated aspects of level abilities such as speed and level reasoning or verbal
comprehension. The new psychometric tools available now promise to provide better insights into the
nature of this distinction.
We also discussed several new methods that can be used to provide greater insight into the speed
and level aspects of cognitive ability, and speed–accuracy tradeoff decisions. These include item-level
time limits, the use of feedback (e.g., CUSUMs), and explicit scoring rules that combine speed and
accuracy information (e.g., count down timing).
However, it seems that the major development over the past decade or so has been in the
development of more sophisticated psychometric models that combine speed and ability measurement,
account for speed–accuracy tradeoff, and allow for distinctions between response times on different
kinds of items, and on items responded to correctly and incorrectly. The application of these models and
tools is likely to advance both the science of human abilities, and their measurement for real-world use.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
ETS
PISA
NAEP
IRT
CUSUM
ms
PIAAC
ASVAB
SAT
GRE
TOEFL
Gs
Gt

Educational Testing Service
Program for International Student Assessment
National Assessment for Educational Progress
Item Response Theory
Cumulative Sum
millisecond
Program for International Assessment of Adult Competencies
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
Scholastic Aptitude Test (formerly)
Graduate Record Examination
Test of English as a Foreign Language
General cognitive speediness (on paper-and-pencil tests)
General cognitive speed (on computer-based memory-retrieval and decision-making tests)

Appendix A
We summarize mathematical details for the Thissen [94], van der Linden [95,96], and Lee and
Ying [116] models in this appendix. Throughout the appendix, we suppose test takers j = 1, . . . , N take
items i = 1, . . . , I. Denote test taker j’s response on item i as Xij and the time spent as Tij . In some cases,
we substitute the authors’ original parameter names for common names so as to facilitate comparisons
between models.
Thissen [94]
To model responses, the author [94] used the two-parameter logistic model (2PL) [54]. The log
odds of person j answering item i correctly is modeled as
log

P( Xij = 1|θ j )
= a i ( θ j − bi ) ,
1 − P( Xij = 1|θ j )

which is equivalent to the 2PL model

(A1)
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P( Xij = 1|θ j ) =

exp[ ai (θ j − bi )]
,
1 + exp[ ai (θ j − bi )]

where θ j is the effective ability of person j, ai and bi are the item discrimination and item difficulty
parameter for item i. For response times, he used a lognormal model that incorporated the response
parameters ai (θ j − bi ) in (A1) to model the distribution of response times. That is
log( Tij ) = µ + τj + β i − γ[ ai (θ j − bi )] + ε ij ,
where ε ij ∼ N (0, σ2 ), µ is the overall mean log response time, τj is the person slowness parameter for
examinee j and β i is the item slowness parameter for item i that are not related to the ability the test is
designed to measure. Regression coefficient γ represents the effect of response parameters ai (θ j − bi )
on the log response time for this person and item.
Van der Linden [96]
The author [96] proposed a lognormal model for response times,
log( Tij ) = −τj + β i + ε ij ,

(A2)

where ε ij ∼ N (0, αi−2 ), τj denotes the speed parameter for person j (higher value indicates faster speed),
and αi and β i are the time discrimination and item intensity parameters for item i. A larger value of αi
means smaller variance for the log response time distribution on item i across people, which means
item i better differentiates people with high and low speed. A larger value of β i means item i is
more time-demanding.
Van der Linden [95]
The author [95] jointly models responses and responses times as a hierarchical model. At the first
level, response and response time are modeled separately. For item responses, any usual IRT models
can be used, for example, a three-parameter normal-ogive model, that is
P( Xij = 1|θ j ) = ci + (1 − ci )Φ[ ai (θ j − bi )],
where θ j is the is the ability parameter for test taker j, ai , bi , and ci are the discrimination, difficulty,
and guessing parameters for item i, respectively, and Φ(·) is the standard normal distribution function.
For response time, a lognormal model as shown in Equation (A2) is used.
At the second level, two models respectively describe the joint distribution of the first level
person ability θ j and speed τj parameters in the population of test takers, and the joint distribution of
the first level item parameters (ai , bi ) and time related item parameters (αi , β i ) in the domain of test
items. For person parameters, (θ j , τj ) is assumed to follow a bivariate normal distribution with mean
!
σθ2
ρθτ σθ στ
vector µ p = (µθ , µτ ) and covariance matrix Σ p =
, where ρθτ is the correlation
ρθτ σθ στ
στ2
between ability and speed. Similarly, a multivariate normal distribution is assumed for the item
parameters ( ai , bi , αi , β i ). For identification purpose, let µθ = 0, σθ2 = 1, µτ = 0 (or alternatively let
µθ = 0, σθ2 = 1, ∏iI=1 αi = 1, see [147]).
Lee and Ying [116]
The authors [116] proposed a mixture cure-rate model to study examinees’ ability and speed
in a test with unlimited testing time, given the observed responses and response times from the
corresponding test with time limits. They defined ηij as a dichotomous variable indicating whether
examinee j answers item i correctly if unlimited testing time is given. Tij∗ was defined as power time,
which is the amount of time examinee j needs on item i in the power test. They modeled responses
and responses in the power time as follows.
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The probability of ηij = 1 (instead of the observed response Xij ) given the ability θ j is modeled
with a two-parameter IRT model (which assumes no guessing). For example, if a 2PL is used,
P(ηij = 1|θ j ) =

exp[ ai (θ j − bi )]
.
1 + exp[ ai (θ j − bi )]

(A3)

For those who can answer an item correctly with unlimited time (ηij = 1), the logarithm of power
time is modeled as
log( Tij∗ ) = τj + β i + ε ij ,
(A4)
where τj is the person slowness parameter, β i is the item time intensity parameter, and ε ij is a random
error distributed with mean 0 and a scale parameter (αi ). Two distributions of ε ij were considered,
leading to either the lognormal distribution or the Weibull distribution for Tij∗ |ηij = 1. For example,
if ε ij ∼ N (0, αi−2 ), then the probability distribution function of power time for ηij = 1 is a lognormal
distribution
α
f (tij |ηij = 1) = √i exp{−0.5[αi (logtij − τj − β i )]2 }
(A5)
tij 2π
and the survival function is
P( Tij∗ > tij |ηij = 1) = Φ[−αi (logtij − τj − β i )]

(A6)

If one cannot answer an item correctly with unlimited time (ηij = 0), power time is unlimited,
which is always larger than the observed time. Thus,
P( Tij∗ > tij |ηij = 0) = 1.

(A7)

The joint distribution of observed responses and response times is modeled differently for those
who answered the item correctly (Xij = 1) and those who answer the item wrong (Xij = 0). For those
who answered an item correctly in the time-limit test, it implies that this examinee can answer the
item correctly with unlimited time, the observed response time is the same as the power time, and the
observed response time is smaller than the censoring time, that is
P(tij , Xij = 1) = f (tij |ηij = 1) P(ηij = 1|θ j ) P(Cij > tij ),
where Cij is the time that an examinee decided to give up working on an item, referred to as censoring
time, and the first two terms on the right side are given by (A5) and (A3). For those who answered
the item wrong, it implies their power time is larger than the observed time, and they give up at the
observed time. These examinees are further separated into those who would have answered the item
correctly given unlimited time (ηij = 1), and those who do not have enough ability to answer the item
correctly even if unlimited time were given (ηij = 0). That is
P(tij , Xij = 0) = P( Tij∗ > tij ) P(Cij = tij )
= [ P( Tij∗ > tij |ηij = 1) P(ηij = 1|θ j ) + P( Tij∗ > tij |ηij = 0) P(ηij = 0|θ j )] P(Cij = tij ),
where the first three terms on the right side of the equation are given respectively in (A3), (A6) and
(A7), and the fourth term equals 1 − P(ηij = 1|θ j ). Following the current practice of survival analysis,
the censoring time is assumed to be independent of power time (i.e., censoring time is not related to any
model parameters), thus terms involving censoring time could be left out from the likelihood functions.
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